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In divorce system, grounds for divorce are regarded as “Sensitive Point”, 
which can reflect social change and their impacts on the system of marriage 
and family, as well as the conception of marriage directly. Accordingly all the 
countries in the world study and resolve the problem on the divorce and 
construction of divorce system without exception. Reckoning grounds for 
divorce as a start, the objective of the thesis is to review the historical 
succession of grounds for divorce, and analyze characters of actual legislations 
of most countries on the background of modern society. In the end, the thesis 
valuates the legislation on divorce of China, and offers some legislative 
desires. 
The thesis comprises three parts. Preface illuminates the significance of 
thesis, and estimate the extension and depth of comparative study on grounds 
for divorce. The text comprises four chapters. Chapter One is summarization, 
introduces the definition and character of grounds for divorce and factors 
which affect the grounds for divorce. Chapter Two mainly relates to the 
historical succession of grounds for divorce on the basis of social backgrounds 
and characters of marriage in three eras of human society. Chapter Three 
makes a comparative study on current foreign legislations in two ways: by 
legislative forms and by legislative stipulations. Chapter Four depicts 
systematically and evaluates advantages and disadvantages in the revised 
“Marriage Law of P. R. China” when comparing with the foreign legislations. 
Then the author offers some suggestions on the improvement of grounds for 
divorce of China Marriage Law in the future. Epilogue looks forward the way 
of the study on grounds for divorce, and shows defects of the thesis. 
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第二节  影响法定离婚理由的主要因素 
一、社会和离婚观念的变迁 
家庭是社会与个人的中介，在人类社会变迁中，社会与个人关系的变
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